April 17, 2020
Campus Pérolles, University of Fribourg

1st Swiss Symposium on
Innovation in Undergraduate Teaching of Life Sciences

Organised by:
Prof. Didier Picard (University of Geneva and LS2)
Dr. Laurent Mène-Saffrané (University of Fribourg)

Topics might include:
Shifting the emphasis from teaching to learning - Active learning - Flipped classroom - Addressing student misconceptions - Promoting conceptual understanding - Integration of basic sciences - Computational biology skills - Technological innovation - Integrating MOOCs - Practicals with large classes - Authentic assessment - Discipline-specific societal issues - Assessing impact on learning rather than student satisfaction - Preparing for non-academic careers - English as teaching language - Faculty development - Teaching assistants - Switzerland-specific institutional issues,...

Info & Registration: www.meetings.ls2.ch/undergraduate-teaching